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Usually, when writing a dialogue, the verb is used to speak over and over again. Not only did he say she said repetitive, but it's also not very descriptive. To better describe the feelings behind speech and other statements in narrative writing, it is important to use vocal verbs and adverbs. Vocal verbs and adverbs help to motivate
statements, questions and answers and convey important information to readers. Each vocal verb and vocal adverb has a brief description of typical use, as well as an example of a statement illustrating how to replace it said it said with something much more descriptive. Vocal verbs provide information about the tone of the statement. For
example, the vocal verb moaning indicates that something is said in complaining fashion in a low voice. These vocal verbs are grouped according to the general instruction of the type of statement made. Examples: Alison blurted out the answer. Jack a breathed back on the stage. I quickly answered his question. Residents warned
children to be careful. The teacher noted that the exercise was difficult. The driver warned his passengers about the noise. exclaimbellowcallcryscreamshoutyell Examples: She shouted the answer. The boys were screaming, diving into the cold water. The mother screamed with disdain when her son was charged with a crime. The
following four vocal verbs are often used to describe someone complaining: Examples: Jack muttered his answers to questions. He muttered so much that they could not understand him. I moaned that it hurt me. Examples: The teacher announced the exam at the end of the week. Jane defended her rights as a voter. Police ordered
protesters to leave the area. Vocal verbs provide information about the order in which the statement is made. Vocal adverbs are often used to provide additional information about the feeling that the speaker has in making a statement. For example, the vocal adverb joyfully indicates that something is said with great joy. For example, he
gleefully exclaimed the news! indicates that the rapporteur is happy when he makes a statement. Compare that to he arrogantly exclaimed the news, which conveys very different information about the speaker. Admiringly: points to respect for someone: Alice admiringly noticed his clothes.angrily: points out: She angrily denounced his
crimes.casually: without much significanceExample: She accidentally admitted her mistake. HappinessExample: Frank cheerfully agreed to do the job.decisively: points to faith in the statement madeExample: Ken strongly answered the question.defiantly: points to the call somethingExample : Peter defiantly teased his classmates formally.
: Right, on official channelsEer: Josh has officially complained to the HUMAN resources department. The teacher bluntly scolded the children. Talking to yourself can keep you sane. A recent study by University of California researchers suggests that repeating a keyword or two can reduce stress levels. When 66 people silently said the
mantra - a meaningful word or phrase - at a stressful time, 83 percent felt less stressed. One critical point: People practiced their mantra first in quiet moments, charring their minds to associate it with relaxation. The mantra can be used in short fragments or for longer periods, says lead author Jill Bormann, Ph.D., R.N. It can be anything
from a shalom to take it easily. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io a member of our web team came across what can be a useful and economical business tool.
iDictate is a service that will transcribe documents sent to them over the phone or dictating the device - think traditional dictation; You call to dictate your document - about 1 cent per word. They also offer standard transcription services for about 2 cents per word. Most transcription services bill by the hour, so it seems quite a lot -
especially with turnover times ranging from 24 minutes to 24 hours. Have FC Now readers used the service? When you look at a company that has achieved success, it is easy to make assumptions about how it got there. It's easy to look back and pick the key turning points that led to the victory. It has become common to label these key
markers in time as twists. But, at the moment, these key twists tend not to carry the weight they make in retrospect. They just seem like another decision you make along the way. As a leader, you tend to have access to what feels like one-third of the information needed to make a decision. And sometimes the path is just revealed. In
2005, Salesforce CEO Marc Benioff was in the process of building a juggernaut. Under his leadership, Salesforce ended 2004 with a market capitalization of $500 million. New orders were also for a three-digit rocket ship. In 2005, the company ran past 20,000 customers. Salesforce has become the leading dog in the online CRM space.
But public flattery and stunning growth figures lay a fatal flaw. Salesforce has been hemorrhaging customers at a rate of 8 percent - per month. This is true during the course almost every customer left a year. Its failure to convince existing customers to continue to be customers creates a death spiral for Salesforce. After all, they simply
won't be able to seduce enough new customers to come to the front door to get in their way to side with disgruntled customers. Churn killed Salesforce.In, it seems crystal clear. It wasn't like that at the time. Salesforce didn't seem to do anything wrong in the eyes of the market. That's why what a man named David Dempsey did at a
corporate retreat in the spring of 2005 was nothing short of heroic. Dempsey, an Irishman, previously led the team expanding salesforce's European footprint. During this fateful meeting, he was tasked with managing customer renewal. His speech to the executive team left little room for interpretation. Salesforce needs to fix this problem
of customer churn, otherwise. Dempsey did such a virtuoso work on painting disastrous or otherwise that he became known throughout the C-suite as the Doom.To credit to Benioff, he listened to. Dempsey's message came home. Churn was killing Salesforce, and understanding this one word was necessary for the company's survival.
Saving customers needs to become as important as finding new ones. Benioff has set about installing a company on the road that he still travels today. Customer success has become as much a part of Salesforce's DNA as the cult founder himself. The team that handles customers is called a customer success group, not a customer
support group. It consists of customer success managers, not customer service representatives. Many of the recent Salesforce product improvements have been additions to what the company calls its customer success platform. These bells and whistles have been designed, as you guessed it, to help customers be successful. All this
attention paid off. Remember the 8 percent monthly depletion rate? Salesforce's outflow is now in high single digits per year. This focus, along with the continued momentum in acquiring customers, has taken Salesforce to new heights. The company's market capitalization today is $65 billion. Looking back, it's easy to applaud David
Dempsey and Marc Benioff for this rod. But great leaders don't make great decisions in hindsight. Dempsey's accuracy and Benioff's openness could well have saved the company from an impressive fall. Since then, their commitment to leadership has not only changed the DNA of a multibillion-dollar behemoth (never easy to do), but has
also become a marshal in an era of client orientation that goes beyond. Mark Benioff himself once said: Life is growing in relation to investment in it. Said in a different way: You're better at what you're focused on. Today's version of Salesforce is proof that the emphasis on customer success creates customers whose loyalty is earned.
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